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Two Urban Planiiing workshop courses have been devoted solely to addressing North

First Street and the problems business owners in the area are facing.

During the recent Planning Advisory Council visit, students were given the opportunity

to work directly with faculty, other students, and planners from around the nation in

collectively searching for solutions to the problems fadng North First Street.

Students were divided into six teams. Each team had approximately eight students, a

faculty member, and a Planning Advisory Council member. The teams were given

summaries of information that had previously been gathered during the workshops and

were asked to devise alternative redevelopment strategies. Teams worked together for

three hours and then split up. Presentations were held the next day.

PROBLEM DEFINITION

Urban central business districts have been faced with problems of neglect,

naismanagement, suburban migration, and other elements that can eventually lead to

increased crime, poor property maintenance, an inadequate tax base, and crumbling

infrastructure.

North First Street is no different. It has been in a state of decline for many years. It has

historically served as a minority commercial district but is currently underutilized.

And, according to some sources, its minority focus has been detrimental to involvement

on the part of local government.

Businesses along North First Street are in a variety of circumstances. While some are

experiencing as much business as they can handle, others do not have a thriving

custom. These businesses, while having their own value, do not contribute as

significantly to the overall aspect of the area.

Perceptions of North First Street are another part of the problem. First, as a part of the

North End, the historically African American residential area, it suffers from an overall

perception of having high crime rates, poor infrastructure, and social dysfunction.





Second, the specific few blocks considered here have a reputation for being particularly

prone to crime and for being run down.

STRATEGY FOR REDEVELOPMENT

Our strategy focused on the n\arket conditions which have led to declining use of North

First Street, deteriorating infrastructure, and neglect on the part of most parties

concerned.

The main goals that our strategy addresses are:

• Helping small and minority businesses in Champaign;

• Increasing the marketability and suitability of North First Street for

commercial uses; and

• Providing the funding and educational programs necessary to improve

existing business and stimulate more business.

Our strategy relies on improving physical and design conditions on North First Street

and increasing opportunities available to small business owners and minorities in

Champaign and surrounding areas, through management strategies involving many

parties.

The first step is to provide redevelopment and business start-up funding, and

educational opportunities, to small business owners on North First Street. Here are

some of the steps we recommend:

Business Initiatives

• TIF funds should be used for low interest loans to finance rehabilitation of

existing structures.





• TIF funds should be used for the establishment of a small business

development corporation, in order to provide small business assistance in the

TIF district.

• First of America or other banks should be approached for assessing and

underwriting the loans. A bank official should also invite the participation of

pension funds.

• A Small Business Development Corporation is about to be formed. It will

l| probably be capitalized through a block grant. We recommend that these

funds be used to leverage more funds from the private sector. All these funds

l| will be available to North First Street and elsewhere.

• In general, we want to make businesses aware of benefits and space which

might be available on University Avenue, but we want to encourage them to

stay on North First Street as long as it is a viable econonuc option.

• New construction could also be eligible for loans as discussed above.

Physical Improvements to North First Street

• When commercial activity demands it, parking across the street should be

changed to short term and leased parking should be moved.

• Directional signage is needed to interest people and market North First Street

as a destination rather than a corridor.

Preservation and Urban Design

• The streetscape on North First Street should be improved for the benefit of

both commercial and residential uses. Some of these improvements include:

- Brick sidewalk work

- Attractive lighting

• The historic value of the buildings should be exploited to add to the

atmosphere, insofar as is economically feasible.





• New trees are needed; the current ones block businesses.

Management Strategies

• The University's Business School should take part in setting up small business

management technical assistance programs. These programs could be funded

through the Small Business Association.

• A small business association is in the formative stages. It will probably be

capitalized through a block grant and run by private organizations. We
reconunend that these funds be used to leverage additional funds from the

private sector to fund training programs. All of these funds v^l be available

to North First Street and to other locations.

• City management responsibilities may also be significant. They may range

from code enforcement to redevelopment planning and coordination.

LEVELS AND PHASING OF POTENTIAL DEVELOPMENT

The most important thing to accomplish on North First Street is to assist the existing

viable businesses. Assistance, as mentioned above, could come from a variety of

sources and might not be necessary for long. The businesses would be assisted until

they are able to sustain themselves for the long term. This minimal strategy only

requires a small amount of City support and funding from the sources mentioned

above.

If current business owners wish to stay on North First Street, more investment may be

needed in terms of infrastructure and urban design. If they do not. North First Street

itself could be turned over to some other use which more accurately satisfies market

demand. So, the intermediate strategy which might be employed is to either establish

new business locations for those businesses which have been assisted, or to focus on

North First Street as a location for them. Funding would be more extensive in this

scenario, but as it would only be undertake if the sitijation seemed likely to produce

profits, the increased investment would be worthwhile.





In the most ambitious strategy. North First Street would be transformed into a

flourishing commercial area and additional businesses would be solicited and assisted.

This outcome would only occur given favorable economic indicators. For example, if

the aid to businesses significantly increased economic activity on North First Street and

also increased community interest in the area, then clearly more investment would be

warranted. While City and other public involvement in this strategy would be highest,

the returns would be also.

LIMITATIONS

The most important type of limitation is financial constraints. For instance,

rehabilitation costs may be high, and may prove to have been estimated optimistically

once construction actually begins. There is also limited private capital available for the

venture, though local banks have expressed interest in supporting whatever

redevelopment occurs.

Additionally, the location is not ideal given the proximity of other competing

commercial districts. Larger scale development may be difficult due to the lack of

available land. Traffic is heavy and may discourage stopping. There is a lack of

consensus among business owners, and also among other knowledgeable parties

including individuals in a position to act, and this causes a barrier to progress.

In general, the area has potential, and if it can recover some economic viability, these

factors should be overcome in light of the attractive power of successful and vital

businesses.

PROBABILITY OF IMPLEMENTATION

Changes of this magnitude rarely happen quickly. Once a strong, fundamental plan is

devised and accepted by the City as well as the people in the area, the process of

redevelopment may then be ignited. The Boneyard Creek project, for example, has been

at issue for a long period and has only recently been resolved. Still, the results will not





be seen until several years have elapsed. This delay between planning decisions and

implementation can be frustrating and discouraging for all involved.

The plan proposed here is not drastic; it does not require extensive redevelopment at

the outset; and it is not politically extreme. It facilitates opportunities to recreate this

area as a prosperous and self-sustaining business community, and it provides benefits

to the businesses involved no matter where they locate ultimately. Thus this proposed

plan would be advantageous both from a business standpoint and from a cultural

perspective, and might well be happily accepted by the area's community and the City.

Once accepted, implementation has been set up in small stages and could happen

relatively quickly, which would minimize the delays and frustration mentioned above.

CONCLUSION

Improving market and physical conditions for North First Street will help to provide a

more suitable commercial environment for small businesses. The proper mixture of

financial incentives and educational training will create a stronger ownership base and

will ultimately provide additional opportunities to small business and minority owners

throughout the Champaign-Urbana area.





Robyn Bancroft, Kevin Coleman, Shari Krawczyk & Victoria McCleary





PHASE 1

DEMOLITION AND CLEARING
- Code enforcement

- Safety

INFRASTRUCTURE REHABILITATION
- Sanitary and Storm Sewer

STREETSCAPING
- Cleaning

- Sidewalk improvements

- Trees

- Pedestrian lighting

- Window dressing

SECURITY
- Safer image

- Police walking beat

- Awareness Program

ESTABLISH A TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM FOR
BUSINESSES

- City of Champaign Community Development Corporation

(CCCDC)
- play a more active role

- Parkland and/or University of Illinois

- Begin application process for low interest loans, high subsidy

loans and existing loans





PHASE II

1. Expand some current businesses

second floor

adjacent lots

rehabilitation

2. Attract new businesses to vacant lots

soul food restaurant

o seated, lunch-time restaurant

o coffee shop

drug store

3. Advertise the "new" area

o geared to students who drive or bus

o publicity, to attract new businesses

4. Improve viaduct

o clean it up

o increase lighting

attract customers from downtown area





PHASE III

This Phase will be largely dependent upon the two
previous Phases.

• Further extension of Phase II

• Establishing a Long Term Management Group

• Establishing a Ethnic/Historical District

• Further Physical Improvements to the Area

• Annual Events and Festivals

• Establishing a History of the Area

• Encourage New Development on the West side of

the street





FINANCING

There needs to be both public and private participation for redevelopment to be

successful. Initially, the majority of the funding will have to come from public

sources with private investment coming later. The funding scenario has been
broken down into minimum, medium ,and maximum requirements.

Minimum Requirement

There are four main public funding sources available and they are; Urban
Renewal, Tax Increment Financing, Urban Development Action Grant, and the

Community Development Block Grant. Each program has something to offer to

North First Street, each being a little different. These programs must be utilized

to their fullest extent, for redevelopment to be successful. These funding sources

should be considered the minimum requirement for redevelopment.

1.) Urban Renewal- these funds will be used for any infrastructure

repair and street scaping.

2.) Tax Increment Financing- these funds will be used for any low
interest loans to businesses in the North First

Street area.

3.) Urban Development Action Grant- these funds will be used for

grants and deep subsidy loans in the area.

4.) Community Development Block Grant- these funds will be used

for any demolition costs or relocation costs.

Medium Requirement

The medium requirement for redevelopment is a combination of public sources

with private investment. Private investment would be loans that businesses on
North First Street could obtain through local banks. One major program that will

be utilized is the Community Reinvestment Act. The owners of North First street

will also need to begin reinvesting there own money into their businesses.





Maximum Requirement

The maximum requirement for redevelopment is a combination of public

sources, private investment, and grants. These grants will more likely be

obtained if public and private investment occur first. A full development plan is

required for many of the grants.

Historic Preservation is one area that grants may be received for. Some of the

possible historic grants are Andy Warhol Foundation, Bruner Foundation and

Surdana foundation. Some other sources that are probable for historic

preservation are the Illinois Arts Council and the Solo Cup Company.

Other Opportunities

Some other opportunities that should be able to be tapped in to are, the

Boneyard Creek Redevelopment Project, the new hotel going up on University,

the Martin Luther King Subdivision, and the new proposed state transp>ortation

hub.





CONCLUSION

These Phases were developed to provide a framework from which the City of

Champaign and North First Street business owners could formulate their own
specific goals and objectives. The creators of this strategy wished to create a

workable and realistic revitalization plan. The strategy leaves the specifics to

those who will actually be using and instilling the plan's objectives.

We hope that Champaign and North First Street finds our information useful and

give our best wishes for luck and success in the future!
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STRATEGY #3
I. Analysis of Problem

Downtowns across the country are rapidly shrinking due to urban sprawl.

Champaign is no exception to this trend. Vacancies are becoming more evident,

resulting in the downzoning of many districts in the dty. The effects of this process

are undoubtedly placing undue stress on the businesses on North First Street.

North First Street, as an extension of Downtown Champaign, is struggling to

maintain its ability to rent, compete, and survive in the commercial market. In

order for these businesses to adequately survive under current conditions, adequate

zoning as well as city support must be obtained.

n. Specific Aspects

A. Physical Land Use
o Reduced, redesigned, viable commercial area between Park and

University.

o Single family dwellings, corisistent with surrounding dwellings, with

entrances reoriented from First Street onto Hill, Park, and Church Streets.

o Open space area aiding in flood reduction located between Hill

and Washington Streets.

B. Preservation

104. the Cattle Bank, preserved

The Cattle Bank is listed on the National Register of Historic Places for its

architectioral significance. The Cattle Bank was constructed in 1859 and is

the oldest surviving building in Champaign County. The Cattle Bank was
restored to its original condition in 1982 and is a good example of an
adaptive use rehabilitation project.

110. Tweets, preserved

The building is in good aesthetic condition with no structural failures.

The building is occupied with a viable business.

112. Vacant, demolished
The building is in questionable structural condition and removing the

building and combining it with existing alley space would provide a lot

for infill construction of a new building.

114 .Vacant, preserved

This building has the highest architectural integrity of all the buildings on
North First Street. Its architectural details include the following: an iron

storefront, original window details, and an intact cornice piece. The
building has been gutted by fire and has a leaking roof.





116. Jackson's, demolished
With hmited architectural significance due to adaptive facade and the

uneconomical costs for rehabilitation, this building should be demolished.

The buildings located to the north and south of the building have high

architectural values. Jackson's detracts from the historical atmosphere

that North First Street provides to Champaign. With demolition, the lot

would provide an adequate building space including the vacant lot to the

north of the building.

120. Buddie's, preserved

The building is in excellent structural condition and has architectural

significant to the area. The building contains a viable and thriving

business called Buddie's.

122. First Street Pool Hall, preserved

This building will be preserved due to the probable expansion of Buddie's.

Because there has been speculation of the rehabilitation of the building

there seems to be demand for the use of the current structure.

202. Vacant, temporary preservation and ultimate demolition

Due to the inefficient rehabilitation costs of the building and the physical

scale being out of character for a residential neighborhood, this building

should be demolished.

204. Rose and Taylor, temporary preservation and ultimate demolition

This building is in good physical and structural condition, but is out of

character for a residential neighborhood and should be demolished.

Viable businesses are located on the first floor of the building. These

businesses have expressed flexibility in relocating their businesses to other

locations in the area.

204 1/2. Vacant House, demolished
The house is in poor structural condition and should be demolished for

health and public safety.

206. Candies, demolished
The building is out of character for a residential neighborhood and should

be demolished.

208/210. Masonic Lodge and Banks Barbershop, demolished
The Masonic Lodge and Banks Barbershop is in poor physical condition

and is out of character for a residential neighborhood and should be

demolished. The Masonic Lodge is actively seeking a new location.





304. Single Family residential, preserved

In good structural condition and fits residential character.

306. Multi-Family residential, demolished

Because of poor structural condition and an out-of-character set back for

residential neighborhoods, the structure should be demolished.

308. Mixed Use, Residential and Commercial use. preserved

The building is well maintained and in excellent structural condition.

The building leases space for a viable commercial use.

C. History

This area was the first founded area in Champaign due to the coming of

the Illinois Central Railroad in 1854. The railroad formed a viable

commercial district for the newly founded city of Champaign. This area

has historical significance to the African American community due to it

being only cluster African American owned and ran business in

Champaign.

D. Urban Design Aspects

1. Create a cluster of shops as an anchor for the neighborhood.

Understanding that this commercial area has more than simply a

neighborhood context and that it supports a regional clientele, this

commercial district still has the potential to be a viable business cluster

that enhances and acts as a focal point for the neighborhood.

Concentrating the businesses to the southernmost block will act to both

not deter from the downtown business district and spatially integrate the

cluster with the reemerging East University Avenue commercial corridor.

Also, the lot to the north will not be developed so that the Cattle Bank will

be left free-standing so that it may act as a historic and visual focal point.

The buildings on this block are currently two-story structixres and in

human scale. The existing alley will be realigned north from First Street

to Park Street to create a continuous row of storefronts uninterrupted by
gaps, thus increasing the feeling safety. In addition, this would create a

uniform silhouette complementing the general design scheme of the

historic downtown .

2. Reorientation of single family lots and buildings

After the implementation of the plan, all of the single family dwellings

but 304 N. First will not face First Street, but rather their respective side

streets. The west side of First Street is unattractive area consisting of a stark

city-owned storage facility and a large parking lot. The parcel that 306 N.

First is on will be divided between the lots occupied by 304 N. First and 308

N. First. Also, by reorienting the dwellings away from First Street, a

highly traveled corridor, the safety of the young children and elderly of

the area will be increased.





E. Management Strategies

1. Open space and recreation will be managed in part by the Champaign Park

District or whichever governmental entity will take responsibility for the

Boneyard Creek improvements and maintenance.

2. If the demand is present, the single family lots will be sold to private

developers for construction. If not, the city may subsidize clearance

and/or construction of new residences.

3. Create a model project for entrepreneurial start-up and retention in the

commercial area. The impact of this program was dependent on the

magnitude of commitment the city of Champaign is willing to dedicate to

Northeast Champaign. A feasible management strategy is public

clearance and private development with incentives to be discussed in

the financial section. The plan is to link this project with the commercial

activist group currently forming on East University Avenue.
F. Financing

1. Tax Increment Financing: Even though there is over $500,000 in this TTF

district fund, the value has not yet increased enough to warrant much
expenditure for N. First Street. Any money that accrues from this area can

be used as possible financing for some phases of this project.

2. Community Development Block Grants and Urban Development Action

Grants: These are two fimding sources that are allocated from the state to

the City of Champaign. There is approximately over $3,000,000 between
these two funds, but the amount of money that is actually allocated is

dependent on the level of commitment by the city.

3. Small Business Development Loan Program: This is a state program that

gives low interest loans to qualified small business owners for start-up,

land acquisition, construction, and renovation. Some lending criteria

apply and this program acts as a subordinate lender to other lenders.

4. Barik Loans: Under the Community Investment Act, some loans may be

available to this area for both residential and commercial construction.

Some loan guarantees may need to be backed by the city or other fimding

sources.

5. Urban Renewal: The city has currently possesses $480, 000 in an urban
renewal fund for projects similar to this.

6. Private Foundations: There are a variety of private moneys that may be

available once a plan has been approved by the city. These may be used

for a variety of activities from land acquisition to job training to historic

preservation.

According to Architectural Spectrum's cost estimates, the total costs of land

acquisition and demolition will be $389,430.





G. Phasing

1. Phase 1: Boneyard Creek greenway-flood reduction

o Must correct flooding problem
o Easy to implement
Note: The final residential parcel, 104 Hill Street, will be acquired when

the parcel turns over naturally. This resident has already been moved

due to urban redevelopment of the Martin Luther King Subdivision. It is

not advisable to further inconvenience this resident. The parcel is not

crucial for this phase to be implemented.

2. Phase 2: Phased demolition of structures in residential area except 202 and
204 N. First Street.

(See descriptions of the properties above)

o The Masonic Lodge is currently searching for a new location.

3. Phase 3: Temp>orary cosmetic alterations to 202 N. First and construction

of new residential structures fadng side streets.

o 202 and 204 N. First will remain until Mrs. Drish's asking price and
its value is reconciled and enough of the commercial district is

developed to provide space for the existing businesses in 204 N. First.

4. Phase 4. Create a cluster of shops as an anchor to the neighborhood by
realigning the alley, creating bmldable spaces for redevelopment, and
providing for a model project for entrepreneurial business start-up and
retention.

H. Political Timeline

The plan must be approved by the City Council before the next municipal

elections. The current council has demonstrated a high level of

commitment to this project, and it is unknown how the next council will act.

in. Minimal, Medium, and Maximize versions of strategies

A. At minimum. Phase 1 of the plan should be implemented.
Continuing flooding will expedite the deterioration of the area.

B. At medium. Phase 1 should be completed and all structures which are unsafe

should be removed. The three already vacant residential lots should be

developed on Church Street and Park Street should free market or subsidized

demand be present.

C At maximum, all four phases in their entirety should be implemented.

IV. Implementation Probability

A. Phase 1 is most likely to be implemented because of the Boneyard Creek and
land acquisition improvements already proposed and funded by the City of

Champaign.
B. Phase 2 implementation is dependent on available moneys for demolition

and subdivision as well as the City's level of commitment to this project.





C Phase 3 is dependent on market demand for residential units in the area. The
Martin Luther King Subdivision is a good example of residential

redevelopment in this part of the city and has been a success. The North First

Street area may also be suited for new single family residential development.

D. Phase 4 implementation will be the most challenging to achieve. There are

more financial barriers for this development as well as more risk. The
downsizing of total commercial space should improve the commercial

viability of this cluster. There is demand for businesses in this area, especially

if businesses are moving from the northern blocks to the 100 block.
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